Induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell reprogramming is a gradual epigenetic process that reactivates the pluripotent transcriptional network by erasing and establishing repressive epigenetic marks. In contrast to loci-specific epigenetic changes, heterochromatin domains undergo epigenetic resetting during the reprogramming process, but the effect on the heterochromatin ultrastructure is not known. Here, we characterize the physical structure of heterochromatin domains in full and partial mouse iPS cells by correlative electron spectroscopic imaging. In somatic and partial iPS cells, constitutive heterochromatin marked by H3K9me3 is highly compartmentalized into chromocentre structures of densely packed chromatin fibres. In contrast, chromocentre boundaries are poorly defined in pluripotent embryonic stem and full iPS cells, and are characterized by unusually dispersed 10 nm heterochromatin fibres in high Nanog-expressing cells, including pluripotent cells of the mouse blastocyst before differentiation. This heterochromatin reorganization accompanies retroviral silencing during conversion of partial iPS cells by MEK/GSK3 2i inhibitor treatment. Thus, constitutive heterochromatin is compacted in partial iPS cells but reorganizes into dispersed 10 nm chromatin fibres as the fully reprogrammed iPS cell state is acquired.
Induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell reprogramming is a gradual epigenetic process that reactivates the pluripotent transcriptional network by erasing and establishing repressive epigenetic marks. In contrast to loci-specific epigenetic changes, heterochromatin domains undergo epigenetic resetting during the reprogramming process, but the effect on the heterochromatin ultrastructure is not known. Here, we characterize the physical structure of heterochromatin domains in full and partial mouse iPS cells by correlative electron spectroscopic imaging. In somatic and partial iPS cells, constitutive heterochromatin marked by H3K9me3 is highly compartmentalized into chromocentre structures of densely packed chromatin fibres. In contrast, chromocentre boundaries are poorly defined in pluripotent embryonic stem and full iPS cells, and are characterized by unusually dispersed 10 nm heterochromatin fibres in high Nanog-expressing cells, including pluripotent cells of the mouse blastocyst before differentiation. This heterochromatin reorganization accompanies retroviral silencing during conversion of partial iPS cells by MEK/GSK3 2i inhibitor treatment. Thus, constitutive heterochromatin is compacted in partial iPS cells but reorganizes into dispersed 10 nm chromatin fibres as the fully reprogrammed iPS cell state is acquired.
Introduction
The cascade of events in somatic cell reprogramming to a pluripotent state involves large-scale epigenetic remodelling to establish repressive epigenetic marks on tissue-specific genes, and to erase these marks on key members of the pluripotency network (Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006; Maherali et al, 2007; Wernig et al, 2007; Barrero et al, 2010) . Reprogramming proceeds through at least three stages: intermediate, partial and full induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell states (Jaenisch and Young, 2008; Yamanaka, 2009) . Partial mouse iPS cells attain some aspects of pluripotency including embryonic stem (ES) cell-like colony morphology, teratoma-forming ability and partial activation of pluripotency genes accompanied by downregulation of differentiation-specific genes (Okita et al, 2007; Mikkelsen et al, 2008; Sridharan et al, 2009) . Partial iPS cells can be converted into full iPS cells using cell signalling or epigenetic inhibitors (Mikkelsen et al, 2008; Silva et al, 2008) . As they complete reprogramming, full mouse iPS cells acquire epigenetic marks of pluripotency including X chromosome reactivation and genome-wide establishment of ES cell-like histone H3K27 and H3K4 trimethylation patterns (Maherali et al, 2007) .
ES cells epigenetically inactivate exogenous retroviruses, similarly full iPS cells robustly activate endogenous pluripotency genes during the reprogramming process while silencing the retroviral reprogramming factors (Okita et al, 2007; Silva et al, 2008; Stadtfeld et al, 2008) . In contrast, partial iPS cells maintain retroviral gene expression indicating that an ES cell-specific transcriptional network is required for successful silencing of retroviruses in pluripotent cells. Clearly, expression of Oct4, Sox2 and Klf4 in primary mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) is not sufficient for retrovirus silencing, nor is their persistent expression in partial iPS cells, suggesting that additional endogenous pluripotency factors are required for retroviral silencing in full iPS cells. For example, Nanog, which controls the pluripotency ground state (Silva et al, 2009) , is reactivated in full mouse iPS cells (Okita et al, 2007) , and is capable of silencing gene expression (Liang et al, 2008) . Epigenetic mechanisms normally employed in establishing heterochromatin have prominent functional roles in silencing retrovirus vectors in ES cells. Viral DNA sequences are recognized by a ZFP809/TRIM28 complex that establishes H3K9me2 marks bound by HP1 Goff, 2007, 2009 ). In addition, H3 is deacetylated (Pannell et al, 2000; Lorincz et al, 2001) and H3K9me3 is deposited by Eset/ Setdb1 (Matsui et al, 2010) . Additional epigenetic involvement includes recruitment of Swi/Snf components (Golding et al, 2010 ) and participation of de novo DNA methylases (Cherry et al, 2000; Dodge et al, 2002) . These enzymes also reorganize chromatin structure on a global scale. As retroviral silencing occurs at late time points in the reprogramming process, it can be a useful marker to identify molecular changes that take place in the fully reprogrammed iPS cell state.
ES cells are known to have unique heterochromatin domain organization with hyperdynamic binding of histone and associated heterochromatin structure proteins (Meshorer et al, 2006) . In contrast to loci-specific epigenetic changes compatible with altered gene expression, changes to the physical structure of heterochromatin domain organization during reprogramming remain unexplored. Mouse cells are unusual in that pericentric constitutive heterochromatin, comprising major and minor satellite repeat sequences, cluster into structures known as chromocentres (Wong and Rattner, 1988; Joseph et al, 1989; Guenatri et al, 2004) . These chromocentres are easily identified in mouse nuclei by their 4 0 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-rich staining, and are specifically marked by H3K9me3 and H4K20me3 (Peters et al, 2001) . This clustering makes mouse heterochromatin an attractive model system for studying chromatin domain organization. Human cells, on the other hand, contain repetitive sequences that are distributed more evenly across the genome and in most contexts do not cluster to the same degree as in mouse cells. Chromocentre organization has typically been investigated by measuring the amount of clustering or changes in the number of observable chromocentre foci, within differentiating nuclei (Meyer-Ficca et al, 1998; Brero et al, 2005; Tessadori et al, 2007) . Notably, the number of these H3K9me3 foci increases when Chd1 is knocked down in ES cells and pluripotency is simultaneously lost (Gaspar-Maia et al, 2009 ). Thus, like retrovirus silencing, heterochromatin organization in ES cells also correlates with the pluripotent state. However, the timing of its reorganization during iPS cell reprogramming and the specific structures of the heterochromatin fibres remain to be identified.
As an alternative to using molecular biology approaches or visible light imaging, chromatin organization has been studied using conventional transmission electron microscopy (CTEM). Somatic cell nuclei imaging by CTEM reveals condensed 'closed' chromatin domains along the nuclear envelope and at the nucleolus periphery (Belmont et al, 1989; Kireev et al, 2008) . These silenced compartments, including chromocentres, are widely accepted to be comprising 30 nm and higher-order chromatin fibre assemblies (Rego et al, 2008) . Currently, evidence for 30 nm fibres in vivo is largely restricted to non-mammalian cell types (van Holde and Zlatanova, 1995; Tremethick, 2007; Maeshima et al, 2010) . When visualized by electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI) (Ahmed et al, 2009) , the only technique that provides high contrast of unstained chromatin at high-molecular resolution (Bazett-Jones and Ottensmeyer, 1981; Dehghani et al, 2005) , the predominant chromatin configuration in ES cells is a mesh of 'open' dispersed chromatin fibres, and displays a paucity of the blocks of condensed 'closed' chromatin observed in somatic cells (Efroni et al, 2008) . Upon differentiation of ES cells to neural progenitor cells, however, some of the dispersed chromatin becomes organized into compact heterochromatin domains, particularly along the nuclear envelope (Hiratani et al, 2009) . In addition to cell culture models, we have shown that pluripotent pre-implantation embryos also have globally decondensed chromatin, most strikingly after the 8-cell stage (Ahmed et al, 2010) . These observations led us to ask whether reprogramming is accompanied by the loss of compact heterochromatin domains at chromocentres to the more dispersed open structures that is typical of pluripotent ES cells.
The significant difference in global nuclear architecture between somatic and ES cells implies that large-scale reorganization events may be involved in iPS cell reprogramming. Our primary goal was to identify the timing and structural features of heterochromatin reorganization during reprogramming. We compare H3K9me3-marked constitutive heterochromatin organization in full and partial iPS cells with that of the parental MEFs and the J1 ES cell line. We demonstrate that chromocentres in full iPS cells with high Nanog levels are characterized by dispersed open domains comprised entirely of 10 nm chromatin fibres, like those of ES cells and high Nanog-expressing cells of the inner cell mass (ICM) of the mouse blastocyst before differentiation. Failure to disrupt the heterochromatin domains seen in MEFs by retaining tightly packed closed chromatin domains is a characteristic of partial iPS cells. Conversion of partial iPS cells with the mitogen-activated protein/Erk kinase and glycogen synthase kinase-3 (MEK/GSK3) inhibitor (2i) cocktail (Silva et al, 2008) shows that heterochromatin reorganization is a novel signature of the fully reprogrammed state that accompanies retrovirus silencing.
Results

Chromocentre compartment differences in partial and full iPS cell lines
To study the relationship between global chromatin organization and cellular reprogramming events, we compared MEFs, iPS and J1 ES cells. We previously reported the derivation of three mouse iPS cell lines, EOS3F-24, EOS3F-28 and EOS3F-29, using pMX-based retroviral delivery of three 'Yamanaka' factors, Klf4, Sox2 and Oct4. All three iPS cell lines were shown to maintain expression of the EOS-EGFP pluripotency reporter vector and have a pluripotent capacity to differentiate in vitro and form teratomas in vivo (Hotta et al, 2009) . Interestingly, only the EOS3F-24 cell line maintained its teratoma-forming capacity after embryoid body-mediated differentiation, indicative of the inefficient differentiation capacity of partial iPS cells (Okita et al, 2007; Jaenisch and Young, 2008) . In contrast, differentiation of both EOS3F-28 and EOS3F-29 is accompanied by EOS-EGFP inactivation and subsequent loss of their teratoma-forming capacity (Hotta et al, 2009) .
A reliable molecular marker for full reprogramming is retrovirus silencing, and partially reprogrammed cell lines fail to silence the retroviral transgenes. Indeed, EOS3F-24 iPS cells maintain high level of expression of all three exogenous reprogramming factor transgenes compared with the retrovirus silencing observed in EOS3F-28 and EOS3F-29 cells ( Figure 1A) . Accordingly, bisulphite sequencing reveals that the LTR promoters of the reprogramming vectors are hypomethylated in EOS3F-24 but hypermethylated in EOS3F-29 and EOS3F-28 iPS cells ( Figure 1B) . Furthermore, the endogenous Oct4 and Nanog promoters remain hypermethylated at CpG sites in EOS3F-24 but not in EOS3F-28 and EOS3F-29 iPS cells ( Figure 1B ). Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) analysis with an anti-H3Ac antibody reveals that Nanog and Oct4 promoters are hypoacetylated in EOS3F-24 compared with J1 ES and EOS3F-29 iPS cells while the viral transgenes are hyperacetylated compared with EOS3F-29 iPS cells ( Figure 1C ). These data demonstrate that, in contrast to EOS3F-28 and EOS3F-29, the epigenetic state of the viral transgenes and endogenous pluripotency genes have not been reprogrammed in EOS3F-24 iPS cells.
To directly examine expression of endogenous pluripotency genes in the iPS cell lines in comparison with reference pluripotent J1 cells and MEFs, global gene expression analyses with microarray chips were performed. These results show that the EOS3F-29 expression profile is similar to J1 cells (354 genes differentially expressed, see Materials and methods). In contrast, EOS3F-24 cells are distinct from both J1 ES cells (4987 differentially expressed genes) and MEFs (5621 differentially expressed genes) ( Figure 2A ). These distance relationships are further illustrated in the hierarchical clustering ( Figure 2B ) of the arrays. Importantly, pluripotency-related genes are expressed at significantly reduced levels compared with J1 ES cells only in EOS3F-24 iPS cells as validated by qRT-PCR ( Figure 2C ). Nanog is a strong marker of full reprogramming in the mouse system and is less easily detected in EOS3F-24 as analysed by immunocytochemistry and western blot analysis compared with EOS3F-28 and EOS3F-29 cells ( Figure 2D ). Furthermore, EOS3F-24 is lacking any detectable levels of the SSEA1 cell surface marker measured by flow cytometry (data not shown). Collectively, these data show that EOS3F-28 and EOS3F-29 have the molecular marks of full iPS cells whereas EOS3F-24 has molecular features of partial iPS cells.
To determine whether the pluripotent versus differentiated state was reflected in global chromatin organization we compared parental MEFs, partial and full iPS cells and J1 ES cells. These cells all have physically confined heterochromatin regions enriched in H3K9me3 as seen by fluorescence microscopy ( Figure 3A ). These domains were identified as chromocentres in all analysed cell lines on the basis of H4K20me3 enrichment, DAPI density and proximity to centromeres, visualized with CREST antisera (Supplementary Figure S1 ). Analysis of optical z-stack images and twochannel linescans confirmed that DAPI enrichment is always associated with H3K9me3 enrichment in these cells ( Figure 3A ; Supplementary Movies 1 and 2). These data are consistent with previously published results indicating that both pluripotent and differentiated mouse cells have compartmentalized heterochromatin, which form chromocentres (reviewed in Ahmed et al (2009); Gaspar-Maia et al, 2009; Martin et al, 2006) . Although H3K9me3 enrichment is useful for identifying chromocentres in all analysed cell types, it cannot be used to measure chromatin fibre density. On the other hand, though DAPI binds AT-rich DNA sequences preferentially, its signal intensity is a more accurate measure of chromatin compaction than detection of specific histone modifications. Indeed, close inspection of DAPI-stained nuclei revealed significant differences between differentiated and pluripotent cell types. A description of the advantages and caveats of these optical methods to measure chromatin density is provided in Supplementary data. DAPI linescan analysis demonstrate that MEF and partial iPS cell chromocentres appear as bright foci while those of J1 ES and full iPS cells contain lower DAPI signal relative to nucleoplasmic background ( Figure 3B ). These linescan analyses are supported by whole nucleus variance analyses which show a nine-fold increase in the signal variance between MEF feeder and J1 ES cells within the same image field. Thus, based on DAPI distribution, chromocentres are poorly compartmentalized in ES and full iPS cells. Chromocentres in full iPS cells are composed of 10 nm chromatin fibres DAPI is not a good indicator of chromatin fibre density per se because it is also affected by AT richness and nucleosomerepeat length. Therefore, to interpret differences in heterochromatin organization observed by DAPI counterstain we employed ESI. Indirect labelling of H3K9me3 and H4K20me3 (Supplementary Figure S2) was used to demark the constitutive heterochromatin domains for imaging the underlying chromatin fibre organization by correlative light microscopy (LM)/ESI ( Figure 4A ; Supplementary Figure S2 ) (Dellaire et al, 2004) . Integrative phosphorus density analysis demonstrates that the chromocentres of ES and full iPS cells are difficult to delineate from the surrounding chromatin ( Figure 4B) . Therefore, the presence of H3K9me3 is compatible with dispersed chromatin packing density. In contrast, chromocentres in partial iPS cells and MEFs were densely packed, displaying a significantly higher fibre density than the surrounding chromatin.
To investigate whether this disruption of constitutive heterochromatin was a general feature of iPS cell reprogramming we analysed previously characterized full (Ng-20D17) and partial (Fb-20A10) iPS cell lines generated independently (Okita et al, 2007) . When analysed by DAPI linescan analysis and integrated ESI-phosphorus analysis, the results from these cell lines were in full agreement with those of the Figure S3) . The fully reprogrammed iPS cell line had disrupted heterochromatin regions whereas the partially reprogrammed cell line had well-delineated closed heterochromatin domains with open dispersed surrounding regions.
EOS-derived iPS cell lines (Supplementary
At higher resolution, we observed an abundance of dispersed chromatin within chromocentre domains of ES and full EOS-28 iPS cells that is difficult and sometimes impossible to distinguish from the surrounding chromatin ( Figure 4C) . Surprisingly, we also observed a prevalence of 10 nm fibres within the compact heterochromatin domains of MEFs, where only 30 nm or higher-level fibre organization might be expected. Although unexpected, this result is consistent with cryo-EM studies of metaphase chromatin in situ, where only 10 nm chromatin fibres were detected using phase contrast algorithms (Eltsov et al, 2008) . These observations can be quantitatively confirmed since the phosphorus signal is a direct measure of chromatin density (Bazett-Jones and Ottensmeyer, 1981; Woodcock et al, 1990; Bazett-Jones et al, 1999) . In addition, all of the chromatin in a physical section can be detected by ESI (Bazett-Jones et al, 1999 ). We further demonstrate this (Supplementary data) by using the integrated phosphorus intensities of individual nucleosomes to predict total chromatin content of the image field and ultimately of an entire nucleus. This analysis correctly estimates the real chromatin content of a diploid mouse cell (Table S2) . Previous low angle X-ray scattering (Langmore and Paulson, 1983) and EM with conventional heavy atom contrast agents or of isolated chromatin experiments have indicated that the genome is comprised entirely of 30 nm and higher-order chromatin fibres (Gilbert et al, 2004; Sinclair, 2010) . Our observation of 10 nm chromatin fibres in compact H3K9me3-marked heterochromatin structures challenges current models in which chromatin condensation is based on a transition between 10 and 30 nm chromatin fibres. Bisulphite sequencing shows that major satellite DNA repeats located in chromocentres are still highly methylated in the full iPS cells ( Figure 4D ), indicating that DNA methylation is also compatible with dispersed chromocentre formation.
To confirm that these dispersed fibres were in fact 10 nm we combined ESI with tomography to generate a threedimensional representation of the phosphorus content in ES cells ( Figure 4E ; Supplementary Figure S5 ; Supplementary  Movies 3 and 4 ). This analysis clearly shows the 10-nm chromatin fibre comprising both nucleosomes and intervening linker sequences. Both the H3K9me3-defined heterochromatin regions and the surrounding euchromatin were comprised exclusively of 10 nm chromatin fibres. Although we detect no 30 nm fibres in these dispersed chromatin regions, 30 nm fibres can be detected by ESI. For example, 30 nm chromatin fibres have been imaged by ESI in starfish sperm (Supplementary Figure S4) (Bazett-Jones, 1992) . Fourier transformed analysis of five tomograms containing both H3K9me3-enriched regions and surrounding chromatin demonstrates an average particle size of 10.8 nm with a complete absence of higher-order chromatin fibres of greater diameters ( Figure 4E ). The 3D analysis clearly demonstrates that 10 nm chromatin fibres exclusively populate both the heterochromatin regions and surrounding chromatin domains in pluripotent J1 ES cells.
Taken together, these data indicate that dispersion of blocks of constitutive heterochromatin correlates with complete reprogramming, whereas partial iPS cells maintain compact constitutive heterochromatin domains resembling those in MEFs. This is the first demonstration of 10 nm chromatin fibres within constitutive heterochromatin domains.
Heterochromatin reorganizes during 2i conversion of partial iPS cells
To address whether constitutive heterochromatin reorganization is indeed a feature of the acquisition of the fully reprogrammed state, we induced complete reprogramming of EOS3F-24 iPS cell line using an MEK/GSK3 2i inhibitor cocktail (Silva et al, 2008) . Preliminary readouts of successful conversion after 1-week chemical treatments were evaluated by SSEA1 and EOS-EGFP activation in EOS3F-24 iPS cells. Figure S6) . To investigate whether molecular changes at the DNA/RNA level were taking place in the newly derived SSEA1 þ EOS3F-24 cells, we sorted for the high EGFP expressing cells and cultured them for an additional week in the presence of 2i. Following 2i treatment, the converted EOS3F-24 cells robustly activated pluripotencyrelated loci ( Figure 5A ) and silenced the reprogramming retroviral transgenes ( Figure 5B ). Accordingly, Nanog protein is abundant in the 2i-converted EOS3F-24 colonies ( Figure 5C ). Bisulphite sequencing demonstrates appropriate changes in DNA methylation at the LTRs and promoter regions of Oct4 and Nanog following the 2i treatment ( Figure 5D ). These expression patterns were reproduced in independently converted [4 Â ] 2i-treated EOS3F-24 cells, and microarray analysis on these samples strongly indicates that 2i-treated cells cluster with ES cells and are as similar to them (368 differentially expressed genes) as the fully reprogrammed EOS3F-29 iPS cells (Figure 2A and B) .
To determine whether conversion of partial iPS cells was accompanied by global heterochromatin changes we performed LM/ESI. H3K9me3-enriched regions were significantly more disrupted in the 2i-treated cells but not in DMSO-treated controls ( Figure 6A ). These trends were consistent with our LM observations, where the chromocentre DNA density relative to nucleoplasmic background, as measured by DAPI intensity, was significantly different between the control and 2i-treated cells ( Figure 6B ). Thus, DAPI linescan analysis supports the LM/ESI data and is a simple method to identify dispersed heterochromatin in converted and fully reprogrammed iPS cells. The 2i treatment caused dispersion of densely packed heterochromatin fibres during the conversion of partial iPS cells. We speculate that this transition of heterochromatin domain reorganization occurs at a late stage in reprogramming as only the cells which have silenced the transgenes, a previously described late-stage event in iPS reprogramming, have disrupted heterochromatin.
Heterochromatin reorganizes in Nanog high pluripotent cells
Disruption of constitutive heterochromatin in the 2i-treated EOS3F-24 cells was accompanied by reactivation of endogenous Nanog expression. To determine whether Nanog levels correlate with heterochromatin reorganization, we analysed ES cell colonies exhibiting Nanog variegation (Chambers et al, 2007) (Figure 7A ). To assess chromatin compaction, we measured DAPI intensity of chromocentres relative to nucleoplasmic intensity in relatively high and low Nanogexpressing J1 ES cell nuclei. We observed a correlation of Nanog expression with heterochromatin compaction, where high Nanog-expressing cells exhibited the most disrupted and least compartmentalized chromocentres ( Figure 7B ). The lowest Nanog-expressing ES cells had significantly more compacted chromocentres, suggesting that heterochromatin reorganization initiates when Nanog is downregulated as, or even before, ES cells begin to differentiate. It should be noted, however, that Nanog-low ES cells still have more disrupted chromocentres than differentiated cells. Retrovirus silencing also occurs in the presence of Nanog in 2i-converted iPS cells but not Nanog-negative partial iPS cells. This is consistent with other reports showing that the retroviral reprogramming factors are specifically silenced in Nanog-GFP-positive iPS cell colonies (Nakagawa et al, 2008) . These data show that high Nanog expression in pluripotent cells in vitro correlates with heterochromatin reorganization. Furthermore, withdrawal of LIF from J1 ES cells for 72 h results in rapid reappearance of fully compact chromocentres detected by LM/ESI ( Figure 7C ). These results indicate that dispersed heterochromatin in pluripotent cells is reorganized into the compact structures seen in somatic cells as Nanog expression is lost at the onset of differentiation. To assess the relationship between Nanog expression and heterochromatin organization in vivo we took advantage of Nanog variegation that briefly occurs in the ICM of E3.75 blastocysts (Figure 8 ; Supplementary Figure S7 ) (Yamanaka et al, 2010) . Cells were binned according to Nanog expression levels, excluding lineage-committed Gata6 and Cdx2-positive cells, which are no longer pluripotent ( Figure 8A ). Using a DAPI linescan analysis, we found that Nanog levels correlated directly with heterochromatin compartmentalization and significant differences were observed between high and low Nanog-expressing nuclei. Chromatin in both high and low Nanog-positive nuclei was significantly less compartmentalized than the lineage-committed Cdx2 or Gata6-positive cells ( Figure 8B ). Together, these data indicate that in the absence of Nanog heterochromatin in lineagecommitted cells during early development is organized into a compact structure. In contrast, high Nanog protein levels in pluripotent cells of the blastocyst directly correlate with their dispersed heterochromatin organization. These findings are consistent with the global analysis of chromatin structures associated with embryonic development and with the striking chromatin compaction of the ICM nuclei in the Oct4-null embryos (Ahmed et al, 2010) . The implications of these data combined are two-fold: (1) the pluripotent transcription factor network regulates chromatin structure and dictates unique chromatin architecture of the pluripotent state and (2) chromatin reorganization precedes differentiation both in vitro and in vivo.
Discussion
We used LM/ESI to identify novel heterochromatin structure reorganization during iPS cell reprogramming. We demonstrate that constitutive heterochromatin in chromocentres transitions from a very compact closed chromatin fibre domain in MEFs and partial iPS cells to a more open domain of loosely packed chromatin fibres in ES and full iPS cells. Although generally dispersed chromatin was previously observed in ES cells (Efroni et al, 2008) , we show here that heterochromatin specifically enriched in H3K9me3 is composed entirely of 10 nm fibres in ES and full iPS cells. This is compatible with the general concept that pluripotent stem cells have more open chromatin structure to make the cells more responsive to differentiation cues that they receive. We were surprised to observe 10 nm chromatin fibres in the very densely packed chromocentres of MEFs and partial iPS cells although we cannot exclude the possibility that 30 nm fibres can also be found in these structures. However, prevalence of 10 nm fibres in both compact and disrupted heterochromatin domains indicates the transition between open and closed chromatin domains involves, at least in part, transitions between closely packed and highly folded 10 nm chromatin fibres. This challenges the absolute requirement for transitions between 10 and 30 nm chromatin fibres in defining heterochromatin domains.
To directly demonstrate that heterochromatin reorganization specifically occurs in fully reprogrammed cells, we converted partial iPS cells into full iPS cells via 2i treatment. We thus confirm that 2i conversion is an effective means to complete reprogramming, and that during conversion heterochromatin reorganization coincides with other late events in reprogramming including retrovirus silencing and Nanog gene activation. These events are specific for ES and full iPS cells, and therefore are not induced by the combined expression of Oct4, Sox2 and Klf4 in the primary transduced MEFs or the partial iPS cells. This implies that heterochromatin reorganization is dependent on establishment of the endogenous pluripotency transcriptional network. Since endogenous Nanog expression is a reliable marker of mouse full iPS cells, we took advantage of its natural variegation in ES cells and blastocysts. These analyses show that high Nanog ES cells have the most dispersed heterochromatin, whereas low Nanog cells have less dispersed heterochromatin. These findings are confirmed in vivo during normal development, where heterochromatin is dispersed most in Nanog high cells and is more compartmentalized in Nanog-negative differentiated cells. Thus, expression of Nanog, or its targets in the pluripotency network, correlates with late heterochromatin reorganization events in reprogramming. This finding is consistent with the known ability of Nanog both to activate pluripotent gene expression and to silence genes normally expressed in somatic cells. Candidate epigenetic pathways that participate in heterochromatin reorganization may in future be identified by comparing the gene expression differences between the partial EOS3F-24 iPS cells and the 2i-treated cells. Experimental manipulation of such pathways in partial iPS cells may direct chromocentre reorganization and establish the exact timing of heterochromatin disruption during the acquisition of the fully reprogrammed state.
Materials and methods
Cell culture J1 ES cells and iPS cell clones were grown on feeders with recombinant LIF. EOS-generated iPS cell lines were maintained under 1 mg/ml puromycin selection. The 2i conversion was performed using MEK inhibitor (PD0325901, 0.5 mM) and GSK3 inhibitor (CHIR99021, 3 mM) (StemGent), represented as [1 Â ] concentration in the text, in LIF supplemented ES media, in absence of puromycin selection. Blastocysts were collected from uteri of ICR outbreed mice at embryonic day 3.75 and fixed in 4% formaldehyde solution in PBS for 15 min at RT.
Quantitative RT-PCR analysis
In all, 1 mg of RNA, collected using TRIZOL (Invitrogen), was reverse transcribed using SSII RT kit with random hexamer primers (Invitrogen) using manufacturer's instructions. In all, 50 ng of cDNA was used for qRT-PCR using SYBR green master mix (ABI) in triplicate. The primer sequences are in Table S1 .
Bisulphite sequencing
Bisulphite sequencing was performed on DNA isolated from iPS lines at passage 10. DNA was bisulphite converted and purified using EZ DNA methylation Gold Kit (Zymo Research). In all, 50 ng of converted DNA was subjected to PCR (see Supplementary Table  S1 for primer sequences). PCRs were subcloned into TOPO-TA vectors (Invitrogen) and sequenced.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation
ChIP was performed using the Upstate chromatin immunoprecipitation kit. Briefly, 1.0 Â10 6 cells were crosslinked in 1% paraformaldehyde, cells were washed, scraped into a conical tube and sonicated for 25 min in the Bioruptor TM XL at the high setting with cycles of 30 s ON, 30 s OFF. ChIPs were performed using EZ-ChIP kit (Millipore) under manufacturer's instructions with 4 mg of antiacetyl histone H3 (Upstate), DNA was purified using phenol/ chloroform extraction and DNA was resuspended in 50 ml of H 2 O. In all, 1 ml of DNA was subjected to qPCR using SYBR green.
Microarray analysis
Total RNA isolated from different clones was labelled and hybridized to Affymetrix GeneChIP Mouse Gene 1.0 ST gene expression microarrays using standard conditions. Intensity values from biological triplicates were processed by variance stabilization and normalization (Huber et al, 2002) and summarized by RMA (Irizarry et al, 2003) , iPS expression profiles were contrasted both to MEFs and to J1 ES cell profiles. Differentially expressed transcript in each contrast with an adjusted P-value o0.05 were determined using limma (Smyth, 2004) . The raw and processed data with additional information are available at the GEO database website under accession number GSE21595.
Western blot analysis
Protein was isolated from different clones with RIPA lysis buffer and run on an 8% SDS-PAGE gel. Proteins were transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane, blocked with 5% blocking buffer and probed with anti-Nanog (Cosmobio) and b-actin (Sigma) antibody at a 1:500 and 1:2000 dilution, respectively. Secondary HRPconjugated antibodies were used with SuperSignal West Pico detection reagents (Thermo Scientific).
Immunofluorescence microscopy and immunostaining Cells were prepared for immunolabelling as described (Ahmed et al, 2009) , except for blastocysts which were washed in PBS-Tween and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100. Primary antibodies used were rabbit anti-H3K9me3, rabbit anti-H4K20me3, human anti-CREST (Immunovision), rabbit anti-Nanog (Cosmobio), Cdx2 (BioGenex), Gata6 (R&D), and SSEA1 (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank). Secondary antibodies used were donkey antirabbit or mouse Cy2, Cy3 and Cy5 (Jackson Laboratories) and PE-Cy5 (eBiosciences), Alexa488 and Alexa633 (Molecular Probes).
Cells used for DAPI linescan analyses were mounted in 1 mg/ml paraphenlenediamine and 1 mg/ml DAPI or soaked in 35 ng/ml DAPI. Images were collected on a Leica Microsystems DMRA2 microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER camera or an Olympus IX81 inverted microscope equipped with a Cascade II CCD (Photometrics) camera with or without the spinning disc. OpenLab 3.5.1 (Improvision) software was used to collect images. Fluorescence images of embryos were processed with Image-Pro Plus 6.2 3D-blind deconvolution software. All other images were processed with Photoshop 7.0 (Adobe).
Correlative LM/ESI microscopy Sample preparation and detailed ESI procedure are described fully in Ahmed et al (2009) . Following immunolabelling H3K9me3 or H4K20me3 cells were post fixed in 1% glutaraldehyde, dehydrated and embedded in Quetol (Electron Microscopy Sciences). Samples were sectioned by an ultramicrotome (Leica) 70 nm. Energy filtered electron micrographs were taken on a transmission electron microscope (Tecnai 20, FEI) operated at 200 kV collected using a GATAN post column imaging filter at 120 and 155, and 385 and 415 eV to generate the phosphorus and nitrogen images, respectively. Pre-and post-edge images were recorded on a CCD camera. Digital micrograph software was used to collect images. Nitrogen images were subtracted from phosphorus images, so that the net nitrogen signal in chromatin structures was normalized to zero. These phosphorus subtracted nitrogen images are coloured blue. The phosphorus images are pseudo-coloured yellow and overlaid onto the phosphorus subtracted nitrogen image. Images were processed with Digital micrograph and Photoshop 7.0 (Adobe).
Image analysis DAPI linescan analyses were performed using ImageJ on optical sections where DAPI foci were at optimal focal planes. Fifty pixel (approximately half the diameter of the average chromocentre analysed) histograms were generated through the foci and the background (outside the nucleus) was subtracted from the nucleoplasmic and chromocentre signals. Variations in these data were calculated as a ratio of chromocentre peak height to nucleoplasmic signal.
Integrative phosphorus analyses of ESI images were preformed on unprocessed phosphorus jump ratio maps in ImageJ. The integrated average phosphorus intensities within H3K9me3-enriched regions were compared with the integrated average phosphorus intensity outside the H3K9me3-enriched region within the same image field. Phosphorus intensities were background subtracted using a small region within the field devoid of nucleic acid or phosphorus signal.
Electron tomography
Phosphorus ESI jump ratio tilt series of H3K9me3-enriched regions and surrounding chromatin of sectioned J1 ES cells were acquired at 120 and 155 eV using SerialEM (Mastronarde, 2005) with 21 increment over a tilt range of ±601. The images in the series were aligned and processed into jump ratios using a combination of IMOD (Kremer et al, 1996) , SPARX (Hohn et al, 2007) and ImageJ. Three-dimensional phosphorus maps were reconstructed using the IMOD implementation of SIRT from the aligned jump ratio tilt series. Rendering of the volumes was done in UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al, 2004) .
Fourier analysis
Power spectra of overlapping subareas of a tomographic slice from each tomogram were added and rotationally averaged to yield a 1-dimensional trace in reciprocal units using SPARX. These traces were normalized by integral area and averaged to give a single representative profile of reciprocal distance.
Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry was performed as previously described (Hotta et al, 2009) . Briefly, trypsinized cells were suspended in PBS with 5% FBS and were analysed by FACScan using CellQuest software (Becton Dickinson) and data were analysed with FlowJo (Tree Star).
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online (http://www.embojournal.org).
